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6 of 6 review helpful The Accident by Mihail Sebastian By Ilse TS The Accident is a romantic love story that captures 
the soul and engages the mind It opens with a street accident scene that brings together the two lonely protagonists and 
then races on via an unusual plot and tumultuous emotional upheavals While the story was written back in the 30 s it 
has such a fresh contemporary feel to it tha In the tradition of S aacute ndor M aacute rai Mihail Sebastian is a 
captivating Central European storyteller from the first half of the twentieth century whose work is being rediscovered 
by new generations of readers throughout Europe Latin America and the United States The 2000 publication of his 
Journal 1935 1944 The Fascist Years introduced his writing to an English speaking audience for the first time 
garnering universal acclaim Philip Roth wro The Accident translated by Stephen Henighan would be a marvel of 
beauty and control under any circumstance that it was written by a Jew in Romania in 1940 seems miraculous The 
crystalline note of Sebastian s insight so clear in the no 
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